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Argomenti svolti:  
 Grammar: There is / there are; some/any /no; Prepositions of place; be: affirmative, interrogative, negative; 
Question words; Possessive adjectives and pronouns Possessive ‘s; Definite / indefinite articles, plurals, 
this/that/these/those; have got: affirmative, interrogative and negative form; Present simple: affirmative, 
interrogative and negative form; prepositions of time; Adverbs and expressions of frequency; Verbs of 
preference + -ing form; can (ability); Adverbs of manner; Present Continuous: Affirmative, negative and 
interrogative form; adverbs of manner; Present Simple vs Present Continuous; dynamic and stative verbs; 
Countable /uncountable nouns; much/many/a lot of / lots of, a few, a little, too much/many, (not) enough; too 
+ adjective, (not + adjective + enough Past simple: Be; Past simple affirmative: Regular and irregular verbs; 
Past simple: negative and interrogative form; Expressions of past time; Used to; Past continuous; Past simple 
/ past continuous; Phrasal verbs; Comparative adjectives; (not) as …as, less (than); too/enough; so/such; 
Superlative adjectives. Comparative and superlative adverbs; Present Perfect; Present Perfect & Past Simple; 
Present Perfect with for and since, just, already, yet; Modal verbs: obligation, permission, lack of obligation, 
advice. 
 

 Vocabulary: The family; Food & drink; Rooms and furniture; The body & health; Personality and physical 
appearance; Daily routine; Everyday activities; telling the time; Free-time activities; Sport; play, do and go; 
Places in town and shops; Describing places;  Education; Relationships; Goals&expectations. 
 

 Functions: Give personal information and talking about family; Talking about objects and possessions; 
Talking about favourites; Describe rooms in the house; Talking about appearance and personality; Talking 
about frequency; Talking about everyday activities; Talking about lifestyle; Talking about free time and ability; 
Talking about likes and dislikes; Talking about clothes; Giving reasons and expressing opinions; Giving 
advice; Express prohibition and obligation Talking about present actions; Talking about food and drink; 
Talking about quantity and diet; Talking about past activities; making comparisons.  
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